Holdings Analysis
Product Overview

Investors and consultants are looking to have deeper discussions with asset managers when it comes to determining performance
drivers. Analyzing return components is key to better understanding the impact of investment choices. Holdings Analysis provides
context into how asset managers are actively allocating capital across equities – broken down by style, sector and geography –
compared to both benchmarks and peer groups. Consultants and investors have access to detailed manager holdings. Asset managers
can view their own holdings and aggregated universe holdings, allowing better communication about how decisions differ from peers.

How clients are using Holdings Analysis
•

Demonstrate added value. Highlight active management skills by illustrating active share, key investments and allocations
that differ significantly from peers and benchmarks.

•

Understand strengths and weaknesses. Deconstruct the individual components of active return to assess managers and
identify contributors and detractors to performance. View which holdings were top contributors and top detractors to overall
performance. Show how selection, allocation and timing decisions affected performance.

•

Tell your best story across your organization. Ensure your sales, marketing, consulting relations, product development
and RFP teams are effectively advocating a consistent and clear message.

•

Track performance over time. Review trends in a portfolio’s performance, evaluate allocation and policy decisions. Track
manager allocations across various equity categories, sectors and geographic regions.

•

Verify philosophies and identify potential style drift. Determine if a manager is adhering to stated investment policies
through style comparisons to benchmarks and peer groups.
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Holdings Analysis Capabilities

View Contributors to Return

Highlight Investment Decisions

Perform Peer Comparisons

Identify Style Drift

Track Trends Over Time

Answer Detailed Questions

Deconstruct the individual components of active return to
identify contributors and detractors to performance. View how
selection, allocation and timing decisions affected returns.

Identify historical and current overweight and underweight
positions so performance data can be viewed in the context of
peers as well as against a chosen benchmark.

Review trends in a portfolio’s performance and evaluate
allocation and policy decisions. Track selection, allocation and
timing decisions on a style, sector and regional basis.

Illustrate the difference between product weights and peer
weights, and highlight key investment decisions that show how
your firm is adding value. Contrast and compare peer positions.

Verify investment philosophies. Determine if a manager is
adhering to stated policies through style comparisons to both
industry benchmarks and peer universes.

Use historical and active allocation data to back up distinctive
strategies for security selection. Ensure all teams are effectively
advocating a consistent and clear message.

About eVestment

eVestment provides a flexible suite of easy-to-use, cloud-based solutions to help the institutional investing community identify and capitalize on global investment trends,
better select and monitor investment managers and more successfully enable asset managers to market their funds worldwide. With the largest, most comprehensive global
database of traditional and alternative strategies, delivered through leading-edge technology and backed by fantastic client service, eVestment helps its clients be more
strategic, efficient and informed.
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